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Cyren Sandbox

First to Detect, First to Protect

Detect first and get full forensics on evasive zero-day
threats with Cyren’s sandbox array in the cloud

Threat Explorer: Cyren Sandbox allows service providers and Cyren solution partners
to easily deploy the next generation of sandboxing analysis, integrating a powerful
security layer for enhanced web protection, email protection, endpoint protection or
breach response.

Innovative Cloud Sandbox
Today’s threats are altering their behavior along numerous dimensions in order to
avoid detection by traditional technologies, requiring a new level of sophisticated
analysis—and accompanying processing power—in order to fully identify malicious
behavior at speed. Cyren’s patent-pending cloud sandbox array technology uses a
sophisticated natural language processing decision engine to ensure that objects are
completely understood and all intelligence is captured and reported, including risk
factors, indicators of compromise, and the details of artifacts like dropped files.
Integrated cloud sandbox array capabilities include:

Easily deployed for scalable protection
As a cloud-delivered service, it can be quickly deployed, requiring minimal set-up and
configuration of the API calls, and scales easily and automatically utilizing Cyren’s
highly elastic global cloud infrastructure. The only prerequisites for using the service
are connectivity to threatlookup.com via HTTPS and possession of a token API Key.

The Cyren Sandbox
Difference
Cyren’s patent-pending
sandbox array technology is
a fundamental step forward
in the battle against hyper-
evasive malware, providing:

Superior Detection
Cyren has automated the
complex process of file
analysis usually done
manually by malware
researchers, producing
better analysis and deeper
zero- day threat
intelligence.

Unlimited Scalability
As Cyren’s sandbox array
is purpose-built for cloud
computing across Cyren’s
global infrastructure, it
allows us to scale easily,
utilizing highly elastic
computing power to
identify malicious behavior
with both greater depth
and speed.

Faster Analysis
In many cases, a file’s risk
profile can be determined
even before the actual
dynamic analysis on the
sandbox starts.

www.cyren.com/contact
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• Iterative multi-sandbox analysis which exposes files to not only different
environments, but also varied sandbox engines

• Hybrid static and dynamic analysis running on both virtual and physical machines

• HTTPS inspection for analyzing encrypted network traffic

• Intrusion detection for detecting suspicious network traffic

• Internet simulation for unreachable domains

• Automated human interaction simulation (e.g., key strokes, mouse movements)

• Consolidated multi-sandbox analysis reports (JSON format)
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Full Integration with Cyren GlobalView
Threat Explorer: Cyren Sandbox is an integral component
of GlobalView

TM
. Threat Explorer: Cyren Sandbox enables

three layers of analysis – from a simple lookup to static
analysis and dynamic analysis.

How Threat Explorer: Cyren Sandbox Works
Process steps for sandboxing analysis are:

1. Sophisticated pre-processing combines static
and dynamic analysis; then the expected
behavior of the file is predicted and an
appropriate sandbox is selected.

2. The file is detonated in the selected sandbox
and monitored for malicious activity, as well as
complete expression of all expected behavior.

3. If the full set of expected behavior is not seen,
then the file is recursively submitted to
different types of sandboxes—which may vary
by operating system, browser type, or virtual or
physical environment—until full behavior is
observed, and an aggregate threat score is
calculated.

4. Once malicious files and URLs are
fingerprinted, the information is available
across the Cyren global intelligence cloud
within seconds.

Sandbox Analysis
Analysis by sandbox array

Enhanced Threat Lookup
Enhanced detection with
heuristics.

Threat Lookup
Instant response from
GlobalView

Actionable
Intelligence

Known

Unknown


